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Blended and gleaming on your skin, this jewelry
has a contradictory allure. Its quiet presence
shines, luring others by sharply focusing their
senses. Merely wearing it will give a woman
courage and let her shine. This is jewelry to wear
with a sense of fun, and a fine and discerning
mind.

We make works inspired by our travels around
the world and the impressions left on us by
all of the people, things and ideas that we
encountered along the way.
From 2012, we have been making dresses
from hand-spun and hand-woven Indian
«khadi”hadin «khadie have been making
dresses from hand-spun and of that used in
antique dresses from the Victorian era by Indian
artisans.

Première Classe
Ms. Matchiko Kusaura
info@19un-neuf.com

Tranoï - Palais de la Bourse
Mr. Mitsunori Ishimat
skyr@hotmail.co.jp
www.aodress.com

The Japanese fashion label COOHEM was
launched in 2010 by a knit-manufacturing
company with a history of over 60 years. by a fan
craftsman in Kyoto. Kouhen signifies a special
knitting technique resulting in a complicated
weaving effect. The unique tweedy fabrics and
colors lend to innovative ways of dressing. The
brand aims to explore the limitless capability of
knitwear.

Première Classe
Ms. Noriko Chisaki
maison-enku@chisaki.co.jp

Rattan collection: A combination of natural
rattan material and bijoux.
Filigree collection: Creating form with delicate
brass wire through careful and refined
techniques.
Kumihimo collection: Based on the Japanese
braiding technique used in making bijoux.
ERI RISTORI ADER.bijoux makes original costume
jewelry brands combining high-quality and
subtle Japanese craftsmanship.

Ms. Ristori Eri
info@ader.jp

«SENSE» by «GrandeRoss1» incorporates a
stylish design, dynamic proportions and sexy
detail. «Sexy and luxurious» is our motto, and
Sense utilizes aluminum and fine Italian leather
carefully made by traditional Japanese fan
craftsmen in Kyoto, Japan. True Japanese quality
can be witnessed in the exquisitely crafted
details which communicate intelligence as well
as elegance.

HaQue=innocence
It means «white», «pure», «spotless». The
concept behind our brand is «Woman».
The woman is generally thought to be feminine,
tender, elegant, beautiful, loving… But she
is also graceful, noble, gallant, reliable and
dignified…
HaQue’s attitude is to be the embodiment and
expression of this ideal.

www.ader.jp

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre

The EVOLG project was begun after various
research and development, sampling, and
quality tests, and finally came to debut in 2010.
Our mission is to present what we consider to be
true Japanese quality. It uses the finest materials
that we carefully picked in order to assure the
comfort for our customers.
Each of our products is made in Japan and
with brand names deriving from Japanese word
play. The factory which produces our line has
more than 65 years of experience with knitting
techniques.
Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre
Mr. Fumio Haishima
fumio_haishima@a-teamdesign.co.jp
www. shop.evolg.jp

Craftmanship is a culture. History and
background emanate from the object. A
flow of logic behind the design. Derive new
understanding while revising what has been
learned. A streak of freshness embedded with
nostalgia. Craftsmanship will remain enchanted
and inherited. Above all, cherish Japanese
craftsmanship as a cornerstone of culture.

Paris sur Mode
Ms. Yasuko Doi
haque_haque@icloud.com

www.grandeross1.com

Tranoï - Palais de la Bourse
Mr. Tanaka
info@ierib.com

www.haque.jp

Founded in 1977, Kuroda claims its heritage
from the long history of the city of Kagawa, best
known as the capital of glove making in Japan.
We pay significant focus on constant innovation
in styles and accommodating for the needs of
our customers as well as current trends.

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre

www.ierib.com

Luce macchia is a «glass jewelry» brand.
Glass, like humans, has both fragility and
strength. It can awaken feelings of fear and
beauty. Glass reflects light, landscape and
phenomenon. When you wear glass, light
appears on the skin as a stain, woven by colors
and shadows. Luce Macchia traces that stain,
adding the minimum image and design, to
propose jewelry that evokes emotion.

Première Classe
Ms. Xueshi Chen
xueshi@kuroda.sh.cn

www. jcml.tv

Our scarves are designed by a French designer
who lives in Japan and has previously worked
for Christian Dior, together with an up-andcoming Japanese designer. The design uses the
folding lines of origami (the Japanese art of
paper folding) as a base motif combined with
hand-painted traditional Japanese patterns. Our
products are made from 100% silk, woven in
Kyoto. High-quality silk scarves are irresistibly
smooth and soft for a luxurious outfit.

www.dauphine.jp

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre

Ms. Masuyo Sasabe
info@decor-de-decor.com
www.decor-de-decor.com

Ms. Saya Sudo
sudo@miyairi.co.jp

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre

www.coohem.jp

Première Classe

JCML lines feature distinct but minimal
styles for women. Our wears are made from
strongly constructive designs, to which we pay
extensive focus on textile design, cutting and
sewing details. JCML stands for «Japanese
Craftsmanship Made» and expresses our utmost
homage to «Japan Craftmanship» within the
fashion industry. Our textiles are supplied by
excellent Japanese textile producers, and cutting
and sewing are conducted by duly selected
Japanese factories. We collaborate closely with
each of these partners. We are proud of the tight
ties with thesepartners.

«DAUPHINE’s Muse» describes a dignified and
graceful woman.
We create original textiles which stand apart
from the seasonal topic. Talented Japanese
artisans are involved in DAUPHINE’s creations,
allowing us to present a unique, timeless and
chic collection.

Ms. Yasuyo Kawabata
info@dauphine.jp

www.chisaki.co.jp

Mr. Watanabe
info@grandeross1.com

www.ayamijewelry.com

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre
Ms. Naoko Matsuoka
info@coohem.jp

Decor De Decor is a stylish modern art line.
Featuring spicy decorative accessories, it leaves a
sophisticated impression.
Allowing the material to speak for itself, we
apply technical skill to 18K gold, creating a
luxurious feeling that radiates a sparkling shine.
Our items include necklaces, rings, earrings and
bracelets.
We have collections spanning a spectrum of
energies from «daily youthful» to «dress up.»

Première Classe
Ms. Miki Hamano
info@ayamijewelry.com

www.19un-neuf.com

It is my ambition to design and produce things
that stimulate a smile and conversation when
people meet, and to create a more comfortable
future for a maker, seller and buyer.
Peace begins with a smile.

This delicately formed jewelry is paved in
tiny stones. Our craftsman adds a special
embellishment called Tamabori to its surface.
A theme of this season is «Space.» Ayami is
inspired by mysterious matters and phenomena
such as the creation of nebula and galaxies like
our milky way. These products are all made in
Japan.

www.kuroda.co.jp

Manipuri scarves are inspired by vintage scarves
found in France during the decade of the 1940s.
They are produced in exquisite print by experts
with great workmanship in Japan and India.
Our scarves come in wool/silk, cotton/linen, and
wool/cashmere combinations. You will feel like
one of a kind while wearing our vintage patterns,
which include vibrant colors to add that perfect
final touch to brightening your day.

Première Classe

Première Classe
Ms. Maki Teranishi
glass@lucemacchia.com
www.lucemacchia.com

«Marumasu’s First Clothing Collection»
Marumasu, a factory brand of Marumasu Dyeing
Co., Ltd. which creates scarves of the finest
quality, has launched its first clothing collection
in 2017 A/W.
The new collection consists of long cardigans,
sweaters, mufflers and ponchos.
Distinguished by its vivid colors and smooth
touch, Marumasu promises you a vibrant and
special time next fall and winter.
Marumasu is also presenting a line of scarves,
with a focus on light and warm cashmere.

Première Classe

Tranoï - Palais de la Bourse

Ms. Suzuki
info@macooljapan.co.jp
www.macool-japan.com

Ms. Chiaki Kuwasaka
kuwasaka@flappers-unit.com
www.flappers-unit.com

Ms. Rika Takeuchi
export@marumasu-scarves.com
www.marumasu-scarves.com

Different materials coming together in
harmonious fusion. Nothing added, nothing
taken away. A whole greater than the sum of its
parts. In 2011, that is the vision that led to the
creation of Shunsuke Maeda’s muku collection.
Blending in seamlessly and comfortably into your
everyday life, remaining a faithful partner to its
owner no matter how times may change. That is
our wish for this collection.

Our metallic and edgy designs enhance a
woman’s charm. Gold and platinum on glass
are features of our popular line. We are also
introducing a new line featuring diamonds,
perfect for parties and events.

Unique and timeless, and minimal. A harmony of
beauty and comfort.
Feel the magic from the first time you wear a
handcrafted OLJEI piece.
With exceptional attention to detail and quality,
OLJEI jewelry is handcrafted end-to-end in Japan.
All precious, rare and semi-precious stones are
personally chosen by Ai and set with her own
hands.

Première Classe
Mr. Koji Okude
k.s@monterosa-colori.com

Première Classe
Ms. Noriko Herron
noriko@kkch.co.jp

Ms. Tsujimura
info@oljei.com

www.muku-m.com

The brand formed with a sense of fun, connecting
your «present self» with your «future self».
«pcnq»
Shape, material, color, and expression...
As various as the people who gather in the park.
A comfortable and funny mismatch...
Each piece embodies the moment that you found
your new self.

www. norikoherron.com

PELLICO SUNNY has defied Espadrille’s
conventional idea of casual «vacation wear»
by advocating a more «metropolitan» style.
The concept was proposed to meet the needs
of independent and motivated women living in
urban areas.
The boot collection starting from the 2014
autumn and winter season has also succeeded
in adding a sense of elegance to informality.

Première Classe
Ms. Mariko Takeya
takeya@aman.ne.jp

The pearl expresses richness in its beautiful
curves, which is complemented with the
glamorousness of diamonds. With our unique
design complete with both class and elegance,
the pearl’s delicate sheen against the diamond’s
shimmer creates a pleasant contrast between
the two elements.

Made 100% in Japan: our products all are
incorporate the finest materials unique to Japan,
with designs that emphasize silhouettes and
comfort.

www.puntodoro.jp

High-quality clothing passed down for
generations. Mixing timelessness with a dash
of modern essence. We create styles to discover
something new. Placing importance on madein-Japan quality, from materials to sewing, we
offer clothing that will make your heart flutter
and bring you joy for many years.

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre

Saralam is a premium knitwear label founded
in 2003. Inspired by natural geometric and
botanical landscapes, its collections feature
crochet, zig-zag and stripe pattern knit bags
and wear, blended with traditional hand-knit
craftsmanship.
Saralam believes in self-exploration and that to
be in unison with nature is the path to peace
and harmony. This way of living is represented
through our innovation and creations.

Garments from the shinyaseki line can be altered
through their distinctive draping, and which can
also change in size and form.
The brand generates original Japanese fabrics
with processed UV protection and a silky feel
each season.
The targets of shinyaseki are women who love
high fashion from a wide range of age groups.

www.saralam.co

Paris sur Mode

www.pellicosunny.jp

Ms. Miki
k.miki@dream-jpn.com

Ms. Kei Yoshida
info@saralam.co

«Whenever, wherever, together with your
favorite sweaters». Enjoy our sweaters in various
situations, seasons, and weather throughout
your daily life. Our products stay close beside
your everyday memories.
Aiming for beautiful silhouettes, we modified
sweater designs and incorporated innovative
patterns into traditional flat forms.
Our comfortable and beautiful sweaters are
carefully made through this original design
method, which takes into account factors such
as thickness, weight, and materials.

Mr. Ibe
ibe@maruyasu-fil.co.jp

Ms. Kanako Miyazaki
contact@ricobymizukishinkai.com
www.ricobymizukishinkai.com

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre

www.oljei.com

Première Classe

Ms. Katia Greco
tezuka@madfactory.co.jp
www.pcnq-tokyo.com

Première Classe

Première Classe

Paris sur Mode
Mr. Nobuaki Utsumi
sarah@arion.ocn.ne.jp

www.dream-jpn.com

www.sarahwear.com

The fun-loving series with a sense of wit.
«talkative Jewelry», the jewelry that strikes up
conversations for you ! Enjoying support from
modern, independent women, each piece is
created from a unique graphical point of view
and a contemporary design brimming with
charm. The theme of our new line is «Baloon».
Wearing these swinging and sparkling designs
puts one into an airy spring mood. The concept
from which we take inspiration is that of «a
graceful actress on holiday», providing you with
the highest wit to enjoy your brilliant spring days !

Tranoï - Palais de la Bourse
Mr. Shinya Seki
shinyaseki@shinyaseki.com
www.shinyaseki.info

Tranoï - Carrousel du Louvre
Ms. Yukiko Sugiura
sugiura@shavel.jp

Trade Fairs and Events JETRO 2017

Janv.20-23, 2017: Maison & Objet Paris

Feb.10-14, 2017: ambiente 2017

Mar. 2-5, 2017: Paris sur Mode / Premiere Classe

Mar.3-6, 2017: TRANOI Paris Women’s

Mar.18-21, 2017: Chicago Home & Housewares show

May 8-11, 2017: HOFEX 2017

July 10-13, 2017: INNOPROM

JETRO PARIS - www.jetro.go.jp/france/
27 Rue de Berri, 75008 Paris - 00 33 (0)1 42 61 27 27
contacts : Akane Umemura : prs@jetro.go.jp & Myriam Mohamed : myriamohamed@hotmail.com

www.talkative-jwl.jp

